ATLANTIC PLYWOOD CORPORATION SIGNS ON AS DISTRIBUTOR OF
L&S LIGHTING CORPORATION - GREENSBORO, NC, AUGUST 19, 2013
“In choosing a partner for our first venture into Furniture and Casework
illumination, L&S was the obvious choice given their rich history, innovative
technology, and high-quality product offerings,” said Marty Wojick, Vice President
of Atlantic Plywood. “We are confident our customers will be impressed with the
range of products and competitive pricing offered by L&S.”
Atlantic Plywood will be stocking a wide range of L&S lighting with all products
available by order.
About ATLANTIC PLYWOOD
Founded in 1974, Atlantic Plywood Corporation is the leading wholesale supplier of
quality hardwood plywood and panel products on the East Coast. Atlantic Plywood
provides an unparalleled selection of plywood, surfacing, finishing, and hardware
products to a variety of woodworking industries including proprietary products such as
Versawall, Redilam and Atlantic Beadboard. Atlantic strives to provide large and small
woodworkers with service, inventory, and knowledge from one source at a competitive
price. Atlantic Plywood is dedicated to expanding the selection and services while
utilizing the latest technologies to deliver the best in customer service. For more
information, visit the company's web site at www.atlanticplywood.com.

“L&S considers the addition of an industry leader like Atlantic Plywood to be an
important step forward in the growth of our Distribution Channel in North
America; we look forward to being an important part of their continued success,”
said Donn Wilber, GM and CEO of L&S Lighting Corporation.
About L&S
L&S Lighting is a worldwide leader in the ideation, design and production of high
performance illumination for Furniture, Casework, Store Fixture and Under
Cabinet applications. They combine the latest technologies and manufacturing
processes to create products which are both functional and beautiful, while
integrating seamlessly with the customer’s design language.
Founded in 1977, L&S is headquartered near Venice, Italy and operates three
wholly-owned subsidiaries in Germany, China and North Carolina. For more
information visit the company’s web site at www.LS-light.com.

